
 

Test Plan for Evaluating a Stand Alone CAM 
Configuration for the UFS 

● Contacts:  Curtis Alexander (curtis.alexander@noaa.gov),  
● Date of plan: Developed during DTC Community UFS Test Plan and Metrics 

Workshop July 30, 2018. This draft should be considered a work in progress. 
● Introduction  

○ Background: As part of the NWS commitment to move towards a Unified 
Forecast System (UFS), NCEP's Regional/Mesoscale Modeling Suite will 
transition to use a high-resolution (CAM) version of the FV3 dynamic core, both 
for the modeling and data assimilation components.  A Stand Alone Regional 
(SAR) FV3 capability will be matured to facilitate low-observation-latency 
frequently-updating data assimilation cycles for components of the regional 
modeling suite. 

○ Motivation: Development of the NAM modeling system, including its high-
resolution nests and the NMMB dynamic core, has been discontinued at NCEP. 
Similarly, the RAP, including its nested HRRR system and its ARW dynamic 
core, will be frozen at NCEP by the end of FY2019. However, operational 
execution of these modeling and associated DA systems will continue until 
comparable FV3-based systems are able to give similar performance. 

○ Goals: Any decisions to sunset legacy modeling systems and/or implement new 
modeling systems will be based on the following criteria: 

■ Do they provide similar or improved forecast guidance relative to current 
operational products and contribute to a more unified production suite? 
Group discussion about how to quantify “similar or improved” model 
performance, since some variables can improve and others do not? 
Group consensus is that we should focus on the best possible way to 
capture the most relevant/important metrics to inform the decision 
makers. 

■ Are they afcan they be implemented from available HPC resources? If 
they are more expensive, are the forecast benefit(s) worth the added 
cost? There was some group discussion regarding whether one agency 
could handle all of the CPU for the FV3-CAM. Perhaps some 
HPC/workload can be allocated among different agencies (EMC, ESRL, 
etc.) 

■ Can the forecast products meet operational delivery times? 
■ Don’t forget all end users, such as local WFOs, regional centers, national 

centers, private customers, air force, etc.  

 
● Experiment design 

○ Source codes (list code repositories and name of branches; when available, add 
tag names): 



 

■ NAM/NAMnest (ER note : Since NAM is frozen source code was not 
transferred to EMC Git repository; code is available on NCO web site : 
http://www.nco.ncep.noaa.gov/pmb/codes/nwprod/nam.v4.1.7/)  

■ RAP/HRRR 
■ HREF 
■ SREF? 
■ HiResW (ARW, NMMB) 
■ SAR FV3 

 Are there any tools that exist already to compare these systems? Can 
SREF/HREF be used as a basis for the FV3-CAM. Question about how many 
domains will exist for the CAM test plan. Jacob Carley mentioned that there will 
be domains for CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, and Puerto Rico. Ideally the 
CAMS would be imbedded in the global FV3, but this will not be the case 
initially.. Air Force, expressed concern that there isn’t global CAM coverage. 
Maximum CAM forecast length 60 to 72 hours with a focus of 36 to 48 hours. 
Output still at hourly scale and it is likely that sub-hourly output will take some 
time to produce. 

○ Initial Conditions (initialization procedures, data assimilation, cycling): 
The no-DA and DA sensitivity studies will still be conducted, but further up in the 
funnel. These sensitivity studies will likely be conducted before the 9-month trial 
period in 2021. 

■ No-DA 
● Initial and boundary conditions “interpolated” from operational 

control model to SAR FV3 grid 
● Physics package selected through CCPP (to match?) control 

model 
■ DA 

● Initial and boundary conditions “interpolated” from operational 
control model to SAR FV3 grid 

● Hourly cycling on SAR FV3 grid with data assimilation of all 
operationally used observations (surface, aircraft, radar, satellite) 

● Physics package selected through CCPP (to match?) control 
model 

○ Forecast periods/lengths and high-impact case studies: 
■ Retrospective 

● Minimum of 30 high-impact cases including all convective modes 
● Include all seasons (multiple years) each consisting of ~30 high-

impact cases for different kinds of high impact weather.. Is 30 
cases enough? Brian Colle and others expressed concern that 30 
cases are not enough, but it may not be feasible to produce more. 
Also, for each high impact weather category, there can be 
substantial differences between cases (outliers).  

● To save time and increase the number of cases, we can invoke a 
mix of real-time and retrospective runs.  

http://www.nco.ncep.noaa.gov/pmb/codes/nwprod/nam.v4.1.7/


 

● Regarding subjective evaluation of retrospective cases, Geoff M. 
mentioned that there are groups interested in looking at 
retrospective FV3-GFS runs. In other words, there may be an 
audience to help in retrospective subjective evaluation of models. 
It may be good to provide many retrospective images for users to 
evaluate. 

● 0-36 hr forecasts 
● Number of forecasts per day? 

■ Real-Time 
● Testbeds 
● EMC parallel (2 months) 

○ Ensembles (method for assessing probabilistic skill): 
■ HREF would be the basis for starting an FV3 high-resolution CAM 

ensemble. Can verify using performance diagrams or Brier Skill Score 
metrics at various thresholds. Also method for identifying dominant mode 
visually or statistically. What is an appropriate benchmark for comparing 
this high resolution ensemble CAM performance? 

■ Should we think of ensembles/deterministic as one or two separate 
testplans?  

○ Post-processing: 
■ Generation of all CAM-specific fields through UPP (see metrics) 
■ Consistency of diagnostics with existing operational diagnostics 
■ GRIB2 native-level, pressure-level and surface fields (see metrics) 
■ Station time-series  
■ BUFR data (soundings) 

○ Graphics: 
■ Precipitation, reflectivity, updraft helicity, ceiling/visibility, other? 
■ Soundings! 
■ CAPE, shear, SRH, snowfall, freezing rain accumulation, p-type, freezing 

level, snow depth, satellite IR, 
■ Standard fields like 2-m temperature, 2-m dewpoint, 10-m wind speed, 

10-m wind gust, integrated moisture variables?   
○ Data archival: 

■ NOAA HPSS 
■ Model/observational inputs (consistent location for archiving data?) 
■ Some sort of climatology as a reference for data (to compute BSS and 

other ensemble measures of skill). 
■ Grib2 
■ BUFR 
■ Graphics 

○ Computational resources: 
■ NOAA R&D (Jet, Theia, Geia) 
■ NOAA WCOSS 
■ Cloud 



 

■ Cheyenne and other non-NOAA HPC? 
● Evaluation  
● For evaluation do we verify over a fixed set of sub-domains or do our sub-domains vary 

depending on the event? Will probably use fixed domains to start. 
○ Objective assessment: 

■ MET software 
■ Database storage of results? 
■ Create score cards using CAM Verification Metrics 

 
● Aspects unique to convection that include five categories of 

weather elements: 
○ Mesoscale Environment (grid-to-point using METARs, 

RAOBs and aircraft obs) 
○ Severe Convection (grid-to-grid using MRMS and surrogate 

severe obs) 
○ Precipitation and Winter Weather (grid-to-grid using 

MRMS/Stage IV) 
○ Aviation (grid-to-grid and grid-to-point using MRMS and 

METARs) 
○ Air Quality/Energy (grid-to-point and grid-to-grid using 

METARs, RAOBS and ARM sites and CLAVR) 
● Deterministic verification statistics 

○ Continuous fields (RMSE, BIAS) 
○ Dichotomous fields (CSI, BIAS, POD, FAR, FSS, AUC) 

● Ensemble verification statistics 
○ Continuous fields (spread-skill ratio, rank histograms) 
○ Dichotomous fields (Brier score, Brier skill-score, reliability, 

sharpness, CRPS, CRPSS) 
● Stratification of verification statistics 

○ Forecast length (0-36 hrs) 
○ Time-of-day (0-23Z) 
○ Geographic domain (western and eastern US) 
○ Neighborhood sizes in space (10-80 km) and time 

(instantaneous to 24 hrs) 
○ Magnitude thresholds (varies by deterministic field and 

probabilities 0% to 100%) 
● Summarize all of the information, as well as computational 

resource requirements, into a consolidated scorecard. 

 
○ Subjective assessment: 

■ Case studies (graphics) 
■ Forecaster and community participation (testbeds) 
■ Provide retrospective cases to users for assessment? 

○ Reconciliation of objective and subjective measures: 
● Deliverables and timeline (Refined for Presentation on final day): 

○ SAR-FV3 development FY18-19 (component testing) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12MzG6TZ-lfqug8ihxc8SssR2kNz-saqaAB00CzlRtRA/edit?usp=sharing


 

○ HREFv2.1 implementation FY19 
○ Final RAPv5/HRRRv4 and HREFv3 implementation FY20 
○ SAR-FV3 real-time experimental runs FY20 (entire model system testing) 
○ SAR-FV3 code freeze early FY21 (begin final pre-implementation testing) 
○ SAR-FV3 one-offs for evaluation early FY21 
○ SAR-FV3 retrospective runs for evaluation FY21 
○ SAR-FV3 real-time EMC “RRFS (Rapid Refresh Forecast System)” for evaluation 

late FY21 
○ SAR-FV3 code delivery to NCO in early FY22 
○ Points: Will need to figure out a more detailed timeline with more rigorous testing 

of each component. For instance, how will the component testing in FY18-19 
proceed? FY20 experimental runs include feedback from users. How do we want 
to structure each test plan? 

● Risks and mitigation 
○ HPC resources 
○ Staffing 

● References 
● Appendix: Definitions and acronyms 

 
There is a lot of work here and it is tough to have one group handle this. Perhaps partition 
responsibility with a combination of groups. DTC, EMC, etc. 
 
Summary: The development of a CAM FV3 model and ensemble is a challenging task. Our 
group was excited to discuss the challenges and share ideas regarding how this CAM can be 
established. However, there are still many questions that need to be answered, specifically HPC 
resources for running the CAM/CAM ensemble, the timeline for operationalizing the CAM, 
feasibility of retrospective runs, the benchmark of performance for the CAM ensemble, and 
graphics available for CAM ensemble. 
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